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Modal Problems

• Require successful programs to do 
something qualitatively different in 
different circumstances

• “Circumstances” are assumed to be factored, at 
least in part, by fitness cases

• In general it may not be obvious what modes of 
response a problem requires, or how to tell 
when one or another is appropriate



Geometry Calculator

• Calculate formulae for perimeters, areas, surface 
areas, and volumes of various 2d and 3d shapes, 
depending on the value of a formula input

• A solution program will have to do qualitatively 
different things depending on formula

• Formulae will share structure, e.g. factors of π

• Harder: formula available only indirectly



Web Browser

• Display web pages, create bookmarks, display 
browsing histories, negotiate secure 
connections, launch helper applications, etc.

• Performance on one function (e.g. page display) 
largely independent of performance on others 
(e.g. bookmark creation)

• Many functions share sub-functions (e.g. HTML 
parsing, click handling)



Lexicase Selection

Select a parent by filtering the population on 
the basis of performance on one fitness case 
at a time, with the fitness cases considered in 
random order.







Measuring Modality

M(p,λ): Modality of problem p relative to GP system λ
S: success rate for a system on a problem

λα: system λ modified to use lexicase selection



Related Work
• Multi-objective evolution (generally assumes 

objectives, which may not be factored by input, are 
known in advance)

• Multi-modal problems (generally refers to problems 
with multiple global optima)

• Lexicographic ordering in selection (but here we 
order fitness cases, in random order)

• Ensemble methods (but here we seek a single program 
perhaps with some code used for multiple modes)



Regression Example
• Problem A: y = x2 + x + 1

• Problem B:

• if x < 0, y = x2 + x + 1

• else y = 7x

• Problem C:

• if x < -5, y = x2 + x + 1

• else if x < 5, y = 7x

• else y = 3x2 - 3



Successes



Problem Modalities



A Circular Definition?



Conclusions

• Modal problems are ubiquitous and important

• Standard GP techniques do not handle them well

• Lexicase selection appears to help 

• A measure of problem modality can be defined 
in terms of the degree to which it helps



Future Work

• Much more experimentation; the example 
presented here was only illustrative

• Compare to various multi-objective methods

• Improve efficiency of the selection algorithm

• Explore non-global, non-uniform, and/or non-elitist 
forms of lexicase selection
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